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The logo and info-sheet of
Metamorf© coatings

I made numerous patents for the practical use of Matamorf© on various substrates (metals,
semiconductors, isolators), with the ability to be applied on a wide range of structural surfaces
(porous, textile, tubes, etc.) and hard composite materials with diamond and boron-nitride. I had a
special department at the science university (Laboratory of Surface and Interface Physics),
working together with many talented young scientists, leading MSc- and PhD-theses, teaching
physics in point of view of complexity. I established the MetaLab© Interdisciplinary Department of
the Science University Budapest in 1983, as a very new concept of interdisciplinary Laboratory.
A part of the brochure of MetaLab©
Interdisciplinary Department in Eotvos
Science University, Budapest

I started searching for international connections with similar surface laboratories. I built up good
cooperation with the Surface Laboratory of Zhdanov University, St. Petersburg (from 1980) and
with the Scottish Surface Center, Strathclyde University, Glasgow (UK) (from 1984). I was
appointed visiting fellow in Glasgow (1986/87) and afterwards appointed visiting professor for the
next 17 years.
My attention was focused on high-temperature superconductor ceramics from 1986. These
materials are highly instable, having many specialties of their local stability, so the knowledge
which had been collected for years before, was well applicable for these new kinds of material.
The knowledge was amazing, and soon its applicability in biology became obvious. My interest
turned to biophysical effects at the cellular membranes and physiological feedback mechanisms to
make stability of these instable systems. Especially the tumor-medicine attracted my attention.
When it became trivial that I am able to do something in this line, I did not hesitate: I completely
changed my scientific direction, concentrating only on the tumor-biophysics. Parallel with this a
serious decision was made: I decided to establish a special company for development, to
concentrate on the treatment techniques. This was the time of the establishment of Oncotherm in
1988. This university spin-off was one of the firsts of the limited companies in Hungary,
established under the law of 1930, due to missing regulation of such kind of private enterprises in
the socialism. The name was “Surface Technics Ltd” later Inter-Rest (Interdisciplinary Research
and Trade) Ltd, and later had its final name Oncotherm. Meantime, the applications were centered
to a German private clinic (Clinic St.Georg), where Prof.Dr.Douwes was my research partner and
applied my technical developments in medicine. The full medical process was worked out in
Germany, and the approvals were German granted in 1994 by the largest Notified Body for quality
assurance of medical devices in Germany: TUV-Sued, Munich. In the same year we established a
German company, Medicos (later OncoTherm) in Bavaria together with Prof. Douwes.
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Sensitizing effects by blood-flow stimuli of local hyperthermia
Incredible number of papers has been published in silico, in vitro and in vivo research as well as
on the clinical applications. Numerous clinical studies have proven the efficacy of hyperthermia
and many books have been published on the results ([4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]). It is a perfect technology in principle. What is the
problem then?
What is the problem with hyperthermia in oncology?
Hyperthermia has numerous impressive results in clinical trials, published in the books and
professional publications. However, the results are sometimes very promising and significantly
show the healing power of hyperthermia, but there are disappointing clinical trials as well. The real
challenges are of course the controversial results, addressing many further questions and raise
doubts.
Many of the researchers evaluating the capabilities of oncological hyperthermia share the opinion,
expressed in the editorial comment of the European Journal of Cancer in 2001: the biological
effects are impressive, but physically the heat delivery is problematic. The hectic results are
repulsive for the medical community. The opinion, to blame the “physics” (means technical
insufficiency) for inadequate treatments is general in the field of oncological hyperthermia,
formulated the following statement: “The biology is with us, the physics are against us [23]. In the
latest oncological hyperthermia consensus meeting the physics was less problematic. However, in
accordance with the many complex physiological effects a modification was proposed: “The
biology and the physics are with us, but the physiology is against us” [24].
The present situation apparently supports the above opinions. The relevant literature formulates
numerous questions even in the titles [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]. One of the
earliest questioned the readiness of the radiotherapists: Is the community of radiation oncologists
ready for clinical hyperthermia? [34]. The main points clearly formulatedthe problems: “Clinical
hyperthermia today is a time-consuming procedure, done with relatively crude tools, and it is an
inexact treatment method that has many inherent technical problems. Certainly, excellent research
work can be working in the community. If the individual is willing to sacrifice the time and effort
required to participate in clinical studies in this interesting, challenging, exasperating, not-too
scientific field; then he or she should be encouraged to do so. The field is not without its risks and
disappointments, but many cancer patients with recurrent or advanced cancers that are refractory to
standard methods of medical care can unquestionably be helped by hyperthermia. It is not, as some
have suggested, the fourth major method of treating cancer after surgery, radiation and
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chemotherapy. It may be innovative, but it is still an experimental form of therapy about which we
have much to learn.”
Dr. Storm a recognised specialist of the hyperthermia formulated a very negative opinion about
hyperthermia in his paper: What happened to hyperthermia and what is its current status in cancer
treatment? [35]. He wrote: “The mistakes made by the hyperthermia community may serve as
lessons, not to be repeated by investigators in other novel fields of cancer treatment.”
Two editorials dealt with the questioning of hyperthermia in oncology. One in the European
Journal of Cancer in 2001: A future for hyperthermia in cancer treatment? [23]. It formulated: “The
role of hyperthermia in oncology cannot be defined at this moment. Obviously it will be limited to
specific scenarios,… .” The other editorial was published in the Annals of Surgical Oncology
(titled: Hyperthermia: has its time come?) in 2003 [36] formulating: “The results of adjuvant
intrapleural chemotherapy for mesothelioma with or without hyperthermia have been less than
hoped for.” However, both editorials expect new clinical results and new, more effective
hyperthermia techniologies.
Demand for change of paradigm of hyperthermia in oncology is matured. One of the flagship
clinical study of hyperthermic oncology was published about cervical cancer, where the results
were very promising [37], but the control study was disappointing [38]. The explanation may be
simple: a reference point was missing, [39]. The missing reference is due to the simple
thermodynamic fact: the temperature cannot be kept locally in a spot, it is smeared automatically.
The temperature by its way tends to be equalized; the focus is extended by time, due to the very
effective heat-exchanger the blood-stream. The amount of the energy loss deviate by the actual
conditions, and by the fundamental law of nature, the temperature smears in the environment. Any
proper focus serves as a heat-source to heat up its surroundings.

Unwanted effects of temperature: delivery of nutrients to supply the tumor and disseminations
of the malignant cells are more likely
The heated tumor strongly exchanges its heat with its healthy surrounding, extending the focus
gradually and increasing the local blood-flow. The intensive blood-flow has the risk of the further
disseminations, and metastases, so the classical hyperthermia could support the metastases, [40],
[41], [42]. Furthermore, the blood-flow is increased locally, supplying the tumor with nutrients
(first of all with glucose) and the higher temperature gains the local metabolic rate as well. There
were also reports about the induced hepatitis by hyperthermia [43].
It is clear, that the absolute proper focus, having microscopically fit in the contour of the tumor is a
kind of surgery, treating (cutting) the tumor-lesion. However, the malignancy is not a local disease
by its definition, it has a danger of dissemination, which cannot be treated locally. The treatment
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has to select on cellular level between the malignant and healthy cells, and even find every single
cell carrying malignancy.
The temperature and energy distribution are very different in the body [44]. It is not possible to fit
the specific absorption rate (SAR) and the developed temperature, because the effective heatexchanger, the blood-flow can cool down the high-SAR target, while the part of the target with
low blood-flow will have a high tempretaure due to a low SAR value.
These challenges are definitely complex, and can make the actual hyperthermia treatment
uncontrolled. This branch of consequent problems could be the reason for the controversial results
and the weak acceptance of the conventional hyperthermia.
The challenging issue has always been technical: how to heat in depth, locally focused, selective of
malignant cells, and on the other side: how to control it and how to measure the efficacy of the
treatment?
A typical capacitive coupling solution pumps enormous energy, exceeding 1 kW. The rise of
temperature after 45 min was 4.8 oC but the reached focus did not differ greatly in its temperature
from its overall neighborhood [45]. The focus, however, was not effective. The temperature was
distributed by time. In case of radiative applications the situation was not better. The temperature
elevation in the tumor after 57 min was 4.2 oC; reached by as high power as 1300 W, [46]. The
overall heating is obviously shown with some characteristic (unwanted) hot-spots. The elapsed
time smeared the relative focused temperature. The temperature increase in the tumor was in
average 4.2 oC, while in the surrounding muscle it was 3.8 oC [46]. Is this the focus, which we
expected? The few centigrade increase of the temperature by 1300 W energy shows how much
mass is heated instead to concentrate on the tumor. To see the power capacity, we compare the
electric heating for tea-making. A standard speedy Electric Tea Kettle uses 1500 W to boil two
cups of water within two minutes. The increase of the temperature for the ~ 0.5 liter water is ~75
ºC. The electric power can change temperature effectively when it is used to do so.. The
electromagnetic radiation increases the tumor temperature by 3.2 ºC, while the intensively cooled,
large volume water-bolus had a higher increase (5.8 ºC) with pretty linear growth slope [46].
How oncothermia chages the paradigm?
Oncothermia changes the paradigm. Oncothermia technology heats non-equally; concentrating the
absorbed energy to the intercellular electrolytes [3]. This method creates inhomogeneous heating,
microscopic temperature greatly differs from thermal equilibrium. The definitely large temperature
gradient between the intra- and extracellular liquids changes the membrane processes, ignites
signal pathways for natural programmed cell-death, avoiding the toxic effects of the simple
necrosis. The synergy of electric field with the thermal effects potently and selectively does the job
[47].
An electric field application without an increase in temperature (using less than 5W power) has
also been found effective against cancer [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], by using galvanic (DC)
current applications. The control of these treatments is the tissue-resistance and the quality
parameter is the applied charge load, [54], [55]. Numerous devices were developed and applied
widely, but the expected breakthrough result was missing. An entirely new line was started with
Professors Rudolf Pekar, [56], [57], [58], Bjorn Nordenstrom [52], [53] and Xin You Ling [59],
[60], [61]; and continued by others [62], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67], [68]. Remarkable results were
produced by this method; and the biological mechanisms involved in electromagnetic field were
intensively investigated [69], [1] and the effect of electric field was studied on various side of its
complex behavior, [70], [71].The physiology is interdisciplinary, applies numerous principles and
discoveries. The electronic structure approach of solid state physics (e.g. Szent-Gyorgyi, [72],
[73]), the superconductivity (e.g. Cope, [74]), the electromagnetism (e.g. Liboff, [75], [76]), the
thermodynamics (e.g. Schrodinger, [77], Katchalsky & Curran [78]), etc. are all parts of
physiology, and make it really complex as the phenomena of life itself is. The living organism
develops itself, rearranges, reorganizes the incoming chemicals and builds up its own structure,
consequently lowers the entropy. Various modern approaches were developed in the last decades
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Experimental setups in past and now
The fragments of life in the company show activity in all the lines.

Some electronic preparation and production photos
Change of electronics
Oncothermia specialty is its own internal parts, designed for special applications of oncothermia.
There are much commercial availability to by RF-amplifiers, tuners and all the blocks for RF
power-supply for capacitive antenna coupling. This is usually done by the producers of classical
hyperthermia. However, oncothermia is different. Due to its special modulation requests and the
multiple negative feedback control inside; Oncotherm developed all the parts of the system for its
own: the amplifier, the tuner and the overall controlling and adjusting unit are all own products
together with the modulator the filters and all the safety controllers. At the very beginning (until
1991), the RF-source was based on high-power vacuum tubes. Soon it was realized that this
solution is not safe enough. We decided on the low-voltage solid state application.
We started to use American and Japanese ready RF sources, like others did, however, the
appropriate oncothermia effect could not be produced. (1991-1993)
The first own construction of amplifier was not stable enough, but its safety was well improved.

The first traditional solid-state RF
amplifier. (1991)
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The first, OncoTherm-made, “non-traditional” solid-state RF amplifier (two-line tandem) was
constructed in 1994. It was our standard for a long time. It was stable for the 8 hours continuous
treatment a day.

The first OncoTherm-made, “tandem”
solid-state RF amplifier. (1993)

The rapid development in the solid-state electronics forced us to develop. The next was the oneline amplifier. (1998). This had less errors in calibration and longer time of daily continuous work.

The first OncoTherm-made, linear (A
class) solid-state RF amplifier. (1998)

Oncothermia became a popular treatment. New, heavy-duty RF-source became the request. (2003)
This solution could tolerate even a short circuit at the end, and could work without stop day and
night.

The first OncoTherm-made, E-class
solid-state RF amplifier. (2003)
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At present a high-efficacy extra stable and safe, highly unified amplifier has become the
OncoTherm standard. (2005). This satisfies the most rigorous EMC standard: it could be applied in
any of the living environments. This opened the way for EHY2000+.

The high-level OncoTherm-made, newprinciple E-class resonant solid-state
RF amplifier. (2005) (The main unit of
the amplifier is in the shielded box at
left-hand side.)

In the meantime, the tuner was also developed. It has a sophisticated software to approach the
optimum matching, to quickly follow any change during the treatment. It is one of the crucial
factors of the optimal and selective energy delivery.

The high-preciosity 8kV automat matching unit
The new matching has a quick tuning reaction to follow the movements of the patient. For
laboratory devices an ultra-low reaction-time tuner is developed, to be able to follow the heart-rate
of the animal. This is a revolutionary solution in the matching.

The new tuner for quick reaction
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The modulation solution (patented) is very specially designed for the best available efficacy to
individualize, personalize the treatment

The modulation unit of the EHY systems

The modulation signal is a time fractal, and has a special feedback mechanism for the requested
performance.

Parts of the modulation signal in the internal working feedback
The cooling also has some well defined tricks. It is special, physiologically fitted solution
(patented). It has been improving gradually from generation to generation, which is critical for
safety and efficacy optimizing.

The cooling unit in EHY2000 systems
The improvement of this unit directly appeared in the final efficacy rate.
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Various cooling units in the EHY2000+ systems
The evolution of the device solved the emission and interference problems, and the outside
shielding was not necessary any more. The ultra-small emission, (the attenuation is under 120 dB),
small interference and complete immunity is the result. Our newest design is certified to be used in
living rooms.

HighTech filter solutions in EHY devices
Development of the devices
The direct current experiments led us to the first device: the ECT (Electro-cancer-therapy). Of
course these devices have the fractal modulation too, as the basic selection tool.

The first two experimental systems of ECT, named DUCAT
The more developed systems has TUV [Munich] approval (GS-certificate).
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Some variants of ECT device, firstly approved by TUV GS-certificate
ECT had very good results. Inoperable advanced cases were successfully treated, weapplied less
than 5W (no temperature).
Before ECT treatment

After 2nd ECT

Treatment setup

After 3rd ECT

After 1st ECT

After 4th ECT

Inoperable submental local recidive of planocellular carcinoma (tumor under the chin)
(male 61y) [Dr. L. Patonay, 1994, max. 5W]
Extended applications were tried. Some of the devices are working even nowadays 15 years after
its installation.

Inoperable carcinoma papillare (inguinal region, female) [Dr. L. Patonay, 1994, max.
5W]
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Introducing the geometrical asymmetry

Asymmetric electrode solution solved the problem of the adipose burn
The modern EHY2000, EHY2000+ and EHY2010 systems are the most popular devices for
oncothermia.

The EHY2000 series (EHY2000, EHY2000+, EHY2010)
The key element of oncothermia technique is the electrode system. There is a slogan in the
company: ”Oncothermia starts at the electrodes.” Indeed, the electronic power-supply is a simple
technical issue compared to the electrode system. The materials, the construction and the
impedance fitting are all important factors, having long, very systemic experimental and
theoretical work.

Some experimental setups for electrode optimizing
The fields of various electrodes was also measured carefully by electromagnetic compatibility .
Electrode holder beside the bed

Geometrical asymmetry with flexible bolus

Special solutions for electrode for EMC measurement
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It was a special new challenge due to the electromagnetic compatibility problems: the shielding.
Oncotherm has developed numerous solutions for shielding the room.

Room shielding to solve the requested electromagnetic compatibility
The room-shielding was very complicated and expensive. The local solutions were also not
satisfactory; the patient had claustrophobia.

The local shielding systems of EHY2000 devices in 1995
In the end, we solved this problem electronically. The developed different bolus electrodes were
satisfactory for the best electromagnetic compatibility tests in TUV-laboratories (Mikes
,Germany). Oncotherm received the best evaluation of EMC, allowing its use even in living areas.

Various bolus electrodes developed for EHY2000 series
The new challenge was the whole body treatment. It was developed, because most of the patients
had distant metastases when oncothermia was started. The technical solution was very new,
special, patented, layered structures did the filtering for infrared-A radiation. The device provided
very good results in a specialized study (Dolphin study) in Ludwigs Maximillian University,
Munich, Germany.
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Development of the WBH systems, the first prototype, the first WBH2000 and the MSH2000
Despite of its success, the WBH system was too complicated to use, and due to its extreme heating
(up to 42 oC) it was risky as well. Oncotherm abandoned this field of activity.

The fully developed WBH2000 extreme whole-body system and MSH2000 moderate whole body
system from Oncotherm
There were many new challenges in the market. Invasive interstitial device was one of the
requests, so Oncotherm developed its device (ICT2000)

The interstitial tumor therapy device: ICT2000
The experimental work became more and more important in the life of the company. We
developed the EHY105 for in vitro laboratory experiments.

EHY105 experimental laboratory unit for in vitro experiments
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The demand for the in vivo preclinical studies was also pressing us to develop new laboratory
device for in vivo studies. The EHY110 was launched in 2005.

EHY110 experimental laboratory unit for in vivo experiments
We had the PCT2000 device for transurethral prostate treatment in 1997.

The first devices for transurethral prostate treatment (for both the benign and malignant
tumors), 1997
An old challenge was renewed: the intraluminar oncothermia was requested by the market. We
developed the new series of intraluminar oncothermia.

EHY1000 and EHY1020 transurethral oncothermia device, and its catheter
We developed a revolutionary new device, which is unique on the market: the EHY3000 series. It
is a multi-local treatment, capable of treating distant multi-local metastases parallel with the
primary tumor treatment. The treatment targets only the malignancies all over the treated volume
by the well-known selectivity of oncothermia. It is not capacitive coupled, it has direct impedance
coupling with special (patented) electrodes. (Again, the key factor of Oncothermia is the electrode
in all applications.)
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The EHY3000 series of oncothermia. It is revolutionary new. The electrode is air-cooled, direct
impedance fitting (no capacitive bolus)
The electrodes of EHY3000 series are freely shaped for the patient’s specialties.

The size and shape of the electrode could be formed according to the patient’s body-form
The electrodes are easy to fix and it is possible to treat parallel distant metastases, even in the
whole body.

Using EHY3000 system is easy to fit for any metastatic places also
There are absolute new challenges on the market on the side of chemotherapies: the targeted
chemotherapy. Oncotherm developed a new device for chemo-targeting (Booster), which makes
deep heating of the target inside the body. (It has no focus, works like classical capacitive
hyperthermia device made by any producer. It has presently 80W power, but it could be increased
easily to much higher power values in the desktop model.)
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Theratments by the VetEHY device

Oncothermia results
Oncothermia is a complementary therapy. It is applied together with all the “gold standard”
oncotherapies. These complementary standards are the oncosurgery (pre- [adjuvant, neoadjuvant]
and post-operative therapies), radiotherapy, to boost the blood-flow (oxygenation); oncothermia is
applied pre-radiative, beeing a synergic supporter, it is used as post-radiative therapy).
Oncothermia is a has complementary application with chemotherapy, boosting the drug delivery.
The new therapies (like immuno-therapies, dendritic-cell treatments, stem-cell treatments, genetherapies, virus-therapies, etc.) are all applicable together with oncothermia. Its application as
monotherapy is only possible when the gold standards failed (resistance, kidney of liver failure,
blood-count problem, etc.). In this case, it is a palliative method. In most of the cases, oncothermia
is applied in high line treatments due to the possible satisfaction of the gold-standard therapies in
first-, second- and even third-line. The fourth line application of oncothermia is general, no
contraindication could be listed due to the stage of the patients. Oncothermia could be applied in
all tumor-kinds, including the sensitive brain and the central nervous system, as well as the wellcooled lung or liver. The various cases are shown on the Oncotherm web-sites, or could be posted
in detailed electronic form upon request.
There were numerous studies published. 42 studies covers data of 2054 patients from4 countries
and 14 different clinics. All data were publsihed at least at various conferences including such
international one as ASCO.
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No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Study

Bone-metastases 1
Bone-metastases 2
Breast cancers
Colorectal cancer (rectosigmoid junction)
Colorectal cancer (rectum)
Colorectal cancer (rectum)
Esophagus study 1
Esophagus study 2
Glioma efficacy study 1.
Glioma efficacy study 2.
Glioma efficacy study 3.
Glioma efficacy study 4.
Glioma efficacy study 5.
Glioma efficacy study 6.
Glioma efficacy study 7.
Glioma toxicity study
Head and neck
Kidney cancer
Liver metastases from vaious origine 1
Liver metastases from vaious origine 2
Liver metastasis form colorectal origine 1
Liver metastasis form colorectal origine 2
Liver metastasis form colorectal origine 3
Liver metastasis form rectal origine
Lung cancers (Adeno + small-cell)
Metastatic brain study
Non-small cell lung cancer meta-analysis.
Osteo-sarcoma
Pancreas tumors 1/a
Pancreas tumors 1/b
Pancreas tumors 2
Pancreas tumors 3.
Pancreas tumors 4.
Pelvic gynecological cancers (cervix)
Pelvic gynecological cancers (ovary)
Pelvic gynecological cancers (uterus)
Prostate cancer
Rectum carcinoma
Rectum carcinoma
Soft tissue sarcoma
Somach study
Urinary bladder cancer

n

11
6
103
12
92
114
12
7
27
140
45
19
36
179
12
24
64
39
25
28
80
15
30
29
67
15
311
62
73
26
30
42
13
38
27
9
18
7
65
16
68
18

Median
Median
overall
overall
Median Resposn
survival of
1st year
survival of
ding
overall
nonsurvival
survival patients/ respondin
respondin
(%)
ratio (%) g patients
(m)
g patients
(m)
(m)
90.9
40.1
97.1
52.1
45
274.8
10.9
34.1
57.1
44.2
109.8
23.2
41.7
28.49
35
29.4
8.5
6.8
86.2
23.6
43
66.2
18.2
71.7
15
68.0
21.8
59
32.6
12.4
60.0
10

25

92.2
84.6

26.1
35.9
20.5

48

86.0

24.1

78.4

33.7

47.7
73
21

48.2
53.4

16.1
18.1
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25.5

8.4

41

34.4

5.6

25
67
62
72
71

63.5
132.7
68.5
53.4

20.9
19.4
32.0
7.6

31

115.3

31.3

73

42.0

22.6

80
22

90.0
67.0

46.2

52.1
46.2
31.0
52.4
40.0
86.8
100.0
100.0
88.9

9.93
11.6

100.0
58.9
85.0

35.9
14.4
36.5

12.3
11.9
27.6
37.8
61.5
38.8

OER

Place

Reinkenheide, Bremerhaven
HttMed Clinic
25.2 HttMed Clinic
Peterfy Hospital
Peterfy Hospital
4.7 Peterfy Hospital
3.5 HttMed Clinic
Nurnberg Nord, Clinic
3.6 HttMed Clinic
Witten-Herdecke University
Nurnberg Nord, Clinic
2.6 St.Georg Clinic
BioMed Clinic
BioMed Clinic
St.Giuseppe Hospital
Regensburg University,
HttMed Clinic
2.3 HttMed Clinic
HttMed Clinic
Reinkenheide, Bremerhaven
BioMed Clinic
Siloah Clinic
Spedali Civili Brescia
Semmelweis University
Yonsei University
3.0 HttMed Clinic
3.0 St.Borbala Hospital
St.Georg Clinic
3.0 Peterfy Hopital
HttMed Clinic
6.1 St.Georg Clinic
VeraMed Clinic (Meshede)
Nurnberg Nord, Clinic
3.0 Peterfy Hospital
6.8 Peterfy Hospital
2.1 Peterfy Hospital
7.0 HttMed Clinic
Nurnberg Nord, Clinic
Semmelweis University
3.7 Peterfy Hospital
HttMed Clinic
1.9 Peterfy Hospital

In addition, there are a whole-body hyperthermia study (Dolphin, Ludwigs-Maximillian
University, Munich, Germany) and the prostate study (St.George Clinic, Bad Aibling, Germany).
Large number of published scientific and medical (in silico, in vitro, in vivo) studies support
oncothermia, including a book published by Springer Scientific.
Presently (2011) one ongoing controlled randomized clinical study is in progress. One is for
advanced, relapsed or refractory breast cancer (Mammatherm, Ludwigs-Maximillian University,
Munich, Germany). Two controlled randomized studies are in preparation phase:
1. OvaTherm
Korean National Cancer Institute, Seoul. It deals with advanced, refractory,
relapsed ovary cancer.
2. PancroTherm McMaster University, Canada It deals with advanced, R1 or R2 surgery status,
relapsed or refractory pancreas cancer.
There are some ongoing preclinical studies.
In vivo:
1. Veterinarian effects (dogs, cats) Tottori University, Japan
2. Ecchinococcus treatments Dusseldorf University, Germany
3. Bystander effects of oncothermia Chiba University, Japan
4. Immuno-effects of oncothermia Semmelweis University, Hungary
5. Oncothermia improvement Joliot-Curie Institute, Hungary
In vitro:
1. Selective cell-destruction mechanisms Semmelweis University, Hungary
2. Viral effects St. Istvan University, Hungary (planning phase)
In silico:
1. Correlation, selection effects Pazmany University, Hungary
2. Electric field distribution effects Pazmany University, Hungary
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Dreams are realized

I am in the exhibit of “Dream dreamers

Famous Hungarians”

My son, Oliver, receives the Innovation price on behalf of the Oncotherm.

The CEO of Oncotherm, Dr. Oliver Szasz take up the Hungarian Innovation Price
Our company had good evaluation by independent observers.

Oncotherm was among the 100 “small tigers” in Hungarian business evaluation
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Oncothermia selects the malignant cells and acts differently from the physiological homeostatic
reactions (heat-flow on the membrane supported by the electric field effects). It is natural, it is not
against the homeostasis, physiology does not work against the action. The main task is to direct the
physiology in the standard way, and act on such normal line. The positive feedback loops (the
avalanche effects), which may destroy the normal homeostatic equilibrium have to be stopped.
Oncothermia follows the update demands of the modern oncology:
6.It is personalized therapy,
7.It is non toxic,
8.Elongates the survival time of the patients,
9.Completing the curative actions with increased quality of life
10. It has good cost/benefit ratio
The introduced new paradigm solved the classical challenges:
• Challenge (1): “The biology is with us while the physics is against us” (Overgard J., [23]
� Oncothermia solution: “The biophysics is with us”
• Challenge (2): “The biology and the physics are with us while the physiology is against us” (Osinsky S., [24])
� Oncothermia solution: “The fractal physiology is with us”
• Challenge (3): “Reference point is needed!” (Fatehi D. van der Zee J., et. al. [39])
� Oncothermia solution: “Back to the gold standards, use the energy instead of temperature”
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